Where can FHSU Online take you?

ANYWHERE

FORT HAYS STATE UNIVERSITY
SEIZE YOUR FUTURE

YOU’RE DRIVEN. WE’RE EXPERIENCED. TOGETHER, WE CAN BUILD MORE THAN A DEGREE — WE CAN BUILD A TOOLKIT FOR THE FUTURE. YOUR FUTURE.

There are a lot of new online programs fighting for your attention, and it’s hard to cut through the noise to make your choice. What can we offer that the others can’t?

How about an established but always evolving, accredited, award-winning online education that not only wins accolades (see a few in the list on the right), but gets graduates the right connections and fulfilling careers?

That’s how you can start building your tomorrow today. Don’t just seize the day, seize the future with an education from the best university in online learning.

- FOUNDED IN 1902
- DISTANCE EDUCATION SINCE 1911
- FIRST ONLINE COURSE IN 1997
- FIRST ONLINE PROGRAM IN 1998
- ONE OF SIX INSTITUTIONS IN THE WORLD TO RECEIVE UNITED STATES DISTANCE LEARNING ASSOCIATION QUALITY CERTIFICATION
- U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT BEST ONLINE PROGRAMS FOR
  - Bachelor’s Degree
  - Bachelor’s in Business
  - Bachelor’s Programs for Veterans
  - Master’s in Education
  - Master’s in Nursing
  - Master’s in Education Programs for Veterans
  - MBA
- RANKED ONE OF THE BEST ONLINE OPTIONS FOR MILITARY-CONNECTED STUDENTS
- RANKED NO. 4 FOR MOST AFFORDABLE ONLINE COLLEGES TO EARN A BACHELOR’S DEGREE IN 2021 BY BEST VALUE SCHOOLS
To build the future you want, you need valid, practical choices. That’s why we offer more than 220 programs for graduate and undergraduate students — to give you a broader range of choice and a bigger toolkit to work from.

All of our programs, from certificate to doctorate, are accredited by the Higher Learning Commission, and they’re backed up by faculty who know how to teach effectively online.

We offer the breadth of options and depth of knowledge to help you fulfill your unique vision, and we have the tools you need to make that vision a reality.

A BIGGER TOOLKIT
MORE FOR LESS

FHSU is the best value in higher education anywhere. We offer an unmatched depth of quality, experience, and expertise, and we offer it at the lowest possible price.

We provide access to the knowledge and experience your future requires, and we never compromise quality, opportunity, or support. This is the foundation of creating an online education that is practical and realistic — with a real-world return on your investment.

SEE HOW WE STACK UP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNDERGRADUATE</th>
<th>GRADUATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FHSU Online</td>
<td>$226.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern New Hampshire University Online</td>
<td>$320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona State University Online</td>
<td>$561-$661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas State University Online</td>
<td>$375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$298.55*</td>
<td>$627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$543+</td>
<td>$510.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Prices are per credit hour. MBA and DNP Graduate Program Tuition Rates Differ

ONLINE STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS
WE ACCEPT TRANSFER CREDIT FROM ALL REGIONALLY ACCREDITED U.S. INSTITUTIONS
GRANT CREDIT FOR NACES-EVALUATED INTERNATIONAL COURSEWORK
MILITARY CREDIT ACCEPTED
REQUEST A FREE UNOFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT EVALUATION AT FHSU.EDU/TRANSCRIPTEVAL
With study abroad opportunities, peer support groups, clubs, and research assistance available to you, FHSU Online is as close to an on-campus experience as you can get without leaving home.
From students in their 20s to their 70s, our alumni prove successful in business, teaching, the military, and innovative fields like cryptocurrency, informatics, GIS, and more.

Our students enjoy an amazing placement network for internships, clinicals, and student teaching. In fact, we can place students in experiential learning opportunities just about anywhere.

FHSU graduates can be found coast-to-coast and around the world, impacting industries and serving as leaders. We know what employers are looking for, and we know how to prepare you to excel.

**DESMOND WIGGAN ‘18**

**CO-FOUNDER & CEO, BATTERYXCHANGE**

“I’d highly recommend FHSU Online to anyone looking for a program that is fully immersive and offers a strong curriculum, networking opportunities, and exposure to other cultures. One thing that was big for me was the ability to access my teachers and advisors as needed, along with building a real relationship with them. I feel that is the culture of the university as well.

While participating in my MBA, I was able to live in China and experience world-class technology firsthand. I created meaningful relationships with partners that would eventually allow me to scale my business in a cost-efficient way when I returned to the states.

I always say, if it had not been for my connection to FHSU, I would not be in the position I am in within my career today. It allows me to have the learning to build a business, the relationships to scale my business, and a support system to motivate me through it all.”

**EMPLOYERS OF FHSU GRADS**

- PayPal
- Wayfair
- U.S. Department of Treasury
- United School Districts
- Cerner Corporation
- Koch Industries
- Menards
- T-Mobile
- Garmin
- HCA Healthcare
- Ascension Healthcare
- Blockchain.com
- U.S. Department of Agriculture
A degree from FHSU provides practical, experiential learning, top-ranked programs, a robust placement network, and 25 years of expertise in online education — all for the best value in higher education anywhere.

FHSU.EDU/APPLY